
It is bright and early on a Thursday morning in front of Sherman Full Gospel 
Church in Crittenden, Kentucky and there is already a line out the door. Everyone 
knows today is the monthly food distribution provided by Helping Hands, a partner 
agency of the Freestore Foodbank. Crittenden is a tightly knit community that has 
learned the importance of working together; since Helping Hands has limited space, 
the church lends its large meeting hall for the distribution. On this morning, the 
church and agency are working side by side preparing to serve their neighbors. 

The line is long, filled with those tackling a variety of roadblocks and life 
challenges. But every person that goes through the line is treated with kindness and 
respect. Volunteers help each person pick the right items for their family and make 
sure they are going home with the food they need. Patty, a longtime volunteer for 
Helping Hands, explains “if we didn’t have this food distribution, a lot of people would 
go hungry. We’re here to make sure that doesn’t happen.”

In addition to this monthly distribution, Helping Hands operates a pantry and a 
thrift store. To the volunteers at Helping Hands the people in line are not strangers, 
these are their neighbors, friends and even family, working hard to find stability. 

One man waiting in line makes sure to give everyone a friendly greeting. Harry is an 
89 year old World War II veteran with a kind demeanor and many stories to tell. Harry 
has lived a long and full life and retired from a successful career with a plan and savings 
in the bank. He never expected to arrive in a position of need. 

About two years ago Harry took a fall and broke both hips. A three-month stay in 
the hospital drained his savings dry. The security Harry had built slipped away. He was 
unable to afford to feed himself. He was left without a plan. 

But Harry then learned of resources such as the Helping Hands food distribution, 
and he found hope. Harry simply says “these are good folks” and his smile and warm 
greeting show his true appreciation of the support his community is providing.

Harry’s story along with the stories of others in line show that life can take many 
unexpected twists. But if there is a lifeline to hold onto, the path to stability can 
become a little bit clearer. 

At the end of the day, Helping Hands has served 135 neighbors and their families. 
Each of them has left with not only food, but a little more stability and hope for the 
future. The efforts of partner agencies like Helping Hands are essential in the fight 
against hunger. n
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To learn more about the Freestore Foodbank’s network of community 
partners please contact Telly McGaha at 513-482-7542  

or at tmcgaha@freestorefoodbank.org



Jim Nedderman’s wife Cindy had an idea—one he wasn’t too sure about at first. She 
wanted some bee hives in their backyard. Jim believed they had enough hobbies already, 
but he gave it some thought. He was interested in wildlife and, after reading a book 
about honeybees, Jim decided to give it a go. “As usual, my wife was right,” he jokes. 

In 2014, Jim and Cindy learned of a volunteer opportunity to bring honeybees to The 
Giving Fields. They were immediately on board. Jim and Cindy helped to make three 
beehives. Last summer, their efforts resulted in 25 pounds of harvested honey. They hope 
to increase that over time and already have some new ideas down the road that include 
introducing native bees for pollination. 

“Our involvement with The Giving Fields has provided a unique opportunity to use our interest in honeybees to give 
something back to our community. We have met so many wonderful people through volunteering with the Freestore Foodbank.” n

Dear Friends and Supporters, 
A pioneer is often described as someone who is willing to “venture onto an 

uncharted path” or prepare the way for others to follow. A pioneer is also at times 
referred to as a visionary—someone with “fanciful, not presently workable, or 
unpractical ideas, views or schemes”.

Our late founder Frank Gerson was described as a pioneer and a visionary. 
Frank was working at the city’s incinerator and saw usable household items being 
discarded. He began collecting those items and distributing them to disadvantaged 
families out of the attic of his Clifton Heights apartment building. 

So often, we ask the question, “What do you want to do?”, when the question 
that we should ask is, “What do you want to be?” Doing is oftentimes connected to 
a career or making a living. It is tied to tangible outcomes such as accomplishments 
or awards. Being is much deeper. It relates to character, how we will be 
remembered, our legacy—traits that can’t be measured by an objective yardstick  
or honors. 

Frank Gerson was firmly on the “being” side of life’s equation. Frank once shared 
with me that shortly after opening the Free Store for business in 1971, he witnessed 
a young man going through the store and stuffing various items into his coat. He 

asked the young man what he was 
doing. The young man replied, 
“Nothing.” Frank said, “look man, 
everything in here is free, so no 
need to steal it. Just take whatever 
you need.”  

When customers began asking 
for food, Frank knew the Free 
Store had reached a point where 
he needed to take the next step. 
He needed someone with passion. 
He turned over the keys to Steve 

Gibbs who would lead our efforts as they evolved into the Freestore Foodbank of 
today. Frank continued to support us as a volunteer until he passed away in January 
at the age of 70.

Frank Gerson was a pioneer and a visionary who laid the foundation so that 
hundreds of thousands of families do not have to worry about going hungry. 
Together we can honor Frank’s legacy. Together we can work toward his vision of  
a community that is free from want and need. Together we can solve hunger.

Sincerely,

Kurt Reiber
President and CEO, Freestore Foodbank
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Celebrating National Volunteer Month

John Young 
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Growing up, I never really wanted for 
anything. I should say that I had everything 
I really needed, not necessarily everything 
I wanted. I had a warm bed, clean clothes, 
plenty of good food, and loving parents to 
take care of me. I’m sure there was poverty 
and hardship in my town, but it didn’t really 
soak in that others did not have what I had. 
When I went out on my own, I soon learned 

how much it cost to support myself, much less a family. Bologna 
and popcorn were often eaten for dinner. I gradually became 
aware of how very lucky I had been.

Working on a career and a college education, I thought 
I didn’t have the time to help others. Oh, I always gave to 
United Way and other charitable work, but really didn’t get 
personally involved. I took tours of several agencies that 
are funded by United Way, so I was aware of the Freestore 
Foodbank, the food bank and some of the other services  
they provided.  

About 6 years ago, the company I worked for started an 
annual volunteer day, and had the Freestore Foodbank bring 

in grocery items for us to pack for the backpack program. I was 
so impressed with the program, but was heartbroken knowing 
the number of children suffering from hunger in our area. The 
following year, we had the opportunity to work in the Freestore 
Foodbank food distribution location. By then, I had been 
volunteering with the Mason Food Pantry two or three times a 
month helping clients shop, so I really enjoyed seeing how the 
Freestore Foodbank ran its operation. We worked hard and met 
some great people.

When I retired I immediately contacted the Freestore 
Foodbank to see how I could help out. I have enjoyed working 
with them on several different projects, and certainly have 
a great respect for all they do for the people in the Greater 
Cincinnati area. I feel honored to be affiliated with this 
organization, and I am a better person for it.

It is very important to me to help the Freestore Foodbank 
continue its great works, so I have made arrangements for them 
in my estate planning. I have been so fortunate in my life, and 
have always had friends and family to turn to in my times of 
need. I am so grateful that this organization fills those needs for 
so many others. n

For the last several years we, the gentlemen of Lambda Chi Alpha at the University 
of Cincinnati, have been proud to stand by Freestore Foodbank as they fight to provide 
meals to those less fortunate. Through assembling Power Packs, shoveling mountains of 
ducks, teeter tottering for days on end (our annual fundraiser), and smashing old, unusable 
watermelons, we have performed hundreds of hours of service and raised thousands of 
dollars to help move this cause forward. In the last year alone, we raised over $3,000, saw 
more participation than ever in our events, and set a new Duck Regatta shoveling record. 

What does this all mean for us? It means personal growth and fulfilment knowing that, 
though we all too often see suffering and negativity in the community we call home, we are 
a part of a much greater cause. Our involvement and relationship with Freestore Foodbank 

has made us realize that a few young men really can make a difference, and that the whole truly is greater than its parts. Every time 
our arms want to fall off as we scoop endless piles of rubber ducks, or every time we fend off exhaustion as we ride a teeter totter at 
three in the morning, we are reminded that the feeling of being part of a great cause is unlike any other in the world. We eagerly 
await seeing where this fight will take us next. Thank you to everyone who has supported us along the way. n

Jim and Cindy Nedderman

Linda Roberts

Lambda Chi Alpha
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“Fresh foods should 
be a central part of 
every meal” says Molly 
who grew up on a farm 
and now manages the 
Freestore Foodbank’s 
community farm called 
The Giving Fields. 
“Sadly, some kids don’t 
even know how tomatoes 
grow or what an eggplant 
is.” Many communities 
see that as poverty 
increases, the availability 
of affordable, fresh food 
decreases. This means 
families already struggling with 
food insecurity also lack access 
to healthy foods. To help 
bring healthy options to local 
families, The Giving Fields 
grows a variety of vegetables 
and fruits on ten acres in 
Melbourne, Kentucky.

“The Giving Fields has been 
the single-most important 
project to increase the supply 
of free fresh produce to low-
income Northern Kentuckians 
in the past 15 years,” 
said Paul Gottbrath, 
Development Director 
at Be Concerned, a 
free food pantry in 
Covington that has 
received vegetables from 
the project since its 
inception in 2011. 

The Giving Fields 
is our way of providing 
healthy options to the 

local community. Last 
season, 60,000 pounds 
of produce completed 
more than 100,000 
meals for local families 
with half a plate of 
fruits and vegetables, 
as recommended by 
the USDA’s Center for 
Nutrition Policy and 
Promotion. Although 
thousands of families 
benefit from this 
produce, we hope to 
reach many more by 
increasing the yield 

of the farm. Support from 
generous donors like you could 
help us increase available 
produce, providing the seeds, 
fertilizer, tools and other 
essential needs of the farm.

If you would like to help 
us bring more fresh foods to 
local families, please consider 
donating to The Giving 
Fields. A new initiative, called 
Sponsor-a-Row, allows an 
individual, family or company 

to financially support 
a row throughout an 
entire growing season. 
The cost of maintaining 
a row is $1,000. 
Each sponsor will be 
recognized with a sign, 
showing their support 
to visiting volunteers. 
One row is able to 
provide up to three crop 
cycles of fresh foods. n

The Giving Fields: Providing Fresh Foods     and Connecting with Neighbors
Providing Fresh Foods for Local Families

For more information, please contact Jamie Lydenberg at jlydenberg@freestorefoodbank.org or  
513-482-7090 or go online at www.freestorefoodbank.org/givingfields 

Our community farm depends on financial 
support from the region, but it also requires the 
help of volunteers. Fresh produce is planted and 
cultivated by more than 2,000 volunteers each 
season through 8,000 volunteer hours. “We grow 
the basics that everyone wants like tomatoes 
and cucumbers, but we also try to branch out 
and expose families to new foods like kale and 
radishes with recommendations for preparing 
them” says Molly. Molly sees each partner 
agency as they come to pick up the produce for 
distribution to customers. “Our partners talk 
about the impact that fresh foods can have on 
families struggling to make ends meet” she says. 
“It helps children stay active in school and 
parents feel pride in preparing meals.”

The Giving Fields land, donated by Doug and Sheila Bray, offers 
an opportunity not only to provide an essential service to hungry 
neighbors, but to include the community in the effort. A new 
pavilion donated by the Carol Ann and Ralph V. Haile, Jr./U.S. Bank 
Foundation offers shelter and shade to those volunteering each day. 

“Because of The Giving Fields, our customers have access to more 
abundant quality produce. It has made a huge difference in our ability  
to offer healthy farm fresh vegetables to those we serve” says Becky  
from United Ministries, one of the partner 
agencies benefitting from the farm. Andy 
from Be Concerned said “The Giving 
Fields provides our pantry with a variety 
of fresh produce options which our families 
absolutely love, but more often than not don’t 
have the funds or transportation to get to . . . 
the fruits and vegetables we get from the fields 
are the freshest anyone can find in the area 
because they were growing that morning.” n

Connecting with Neighbors

To volunteer for The Giving Fields 
contact Tony Chowing at

volunteer@freestorefoodbank.org. 
A program of the Freestore Foodbank

GivingTheGivingFields
A  CO M M U N I T Y  FA R M  FO R  FO O D  PA N T R I E S
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The Perfect Choice
“I won’t forget how it broke my heart to see hungry 

children in my classroom.” Mary Bauer, who retired as a 
primary school teacher years ago, still remembers how some 
of her students came to school and couldn’t concentrate 
because their stomachs were empty. The kid-friendly, 
nutritional food in Power Packs that the Freestore Foodbank 
provides over weekends would have been a great help in 
improving the performance and the health of these students. 

When Mary was choosing a charitable organization with 
which to make a Charitable Gift Annuity, she felt the 
Freestore Foodbank would be a perfect choice. Her husband 
Peter agreed. A number of years back he had a relative 
who went through a personal crisis and was able to receive 
supportive services provided at the Freestore Foodbank’s 
Customer Connection Center. 

With a charitable gift annuity, donors transfer cash or stock to the Freestore Foodbank. It is a mutually beneficial method 
of giving. As a result of supporting the organization, they receive a partial tax deduction and get a guaranteed stream of 
annual income for their lifetime. Those benefits made the decision to support the Freestore Foodbank perfect for them. We 
are thankful for their foresight and dedication in the fight against hunger. n

To learn if a Charitable Gift Annuity is a good choice for you, contact 
Mindy Hammer, Director of Donor Relations, at (513) 482-7099 or mhammer@freestorefoodbank.org. 

Carrie’s life was turned upside-down when she was 
diagnosed with breast cancer. It was a domino effect. 
The life of comfort and security that the mother of 
two once knew came crashing to the ground. Carrie’s 
illness left her unable to work, which ultimately 
resulted in her losing her job. Without an income, she 
couldn’t keep her family in their home. Carrie, along 
with her 18-year-old daughter and 17-year-old son, 
were living from place to place, trying to avoid the 
streets. Then, they turned to the Freestore Foodbank 
for help. 

“She was so stressed out when she came to us,” 
recalls Sarah Humphries, Shelter Diversion case 
manager at the Freestore Foodbank. “I told her, ‘I’m 
not going to let you give up and I am not going to give 
up on you.’ She still cries to this day, remembering 
that conversation.”

Sarah worked with Carrie to find her a home and 
served as a source of encouragement as she worked 
to gain her GED. The Shelter Diversion program 
includes budgeting classes, goal setting help with  
job hunting, and regular home visits.

Life has fallen into place for Carrie. Her cancer 
is now in remission. She found a job in security 
and is ready to take her GED test. Carrie’s daughter 
found work at a local warehouse and their landlord is 
impressed with how they maintain their home.

“It’s so great to see how far Carrie has come as  
she works to get her life on track. She has such  
a positive outlook on life and is determined to  
be successful.” n

Domino Effect
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DINNER BY THE BITE FROM THE AREA’S FINEST CHEFS
JUNE 15   |  6:30 - 9:30   |  PAUL BROWN STADIUM

U P C O M I N G  2 0 1 6  E V E N T S

F R E E S T O R E  F O O D B A N K  C I N C I N N A T I  B E N G A L S
Taste of the NFL

By participating in this  
event, you are helping  
support a network of  
nonprofit agencies  

working to feed  
hungry neighbors  
in our community.

Agencies participating 
in this year’s event are 
listed on our website 

cincinnatihungerwalk.org

9:00am  RACE BEG INS

PRESENTED BY

   Individual Tickets – $175
   Hall of Fame Tickets – $225
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO ORDER TICKETS 
call 513-482-7539 or email tasteofthenfl@freestorefoodbank.org

CORPORATE OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

Pete Rose Way

Liberty

cincinnatihungerwalk.org

T H E  B A N K S   D O W N T O W N  C I N C I N N A T I

M E M O R I A L  D AY
M A Y  3 0  2 0 1 6

REGISTRATION IS OPEN!


